
 
This is the run report for Run no. 328 
 
Where:          Garches 

When:           Sun 7th November, 1999 

Hare:           Can't Come 

Attendance:     30-35 

 

They just kept on coming, loads of hashers, the new, the old and the furniture.  Maybe this was to 

compensate for Can't Come, and even he came, and did the old "I'm setting this run on my own, oh 

bliss, no co-hare = freedom, nobody to hold me back, I'll run the whole distance, rah rah rah…" thing.  

In retrospect, what takes Can't Come an hour and a half to do running, god save us.  Well I don't know 

if there is a god, but he saved the walkers.  We went into the forest of Garches and ran until we got to 

a bit that nobody knew, with a smashing hash view (usual Tour Eiffel crap) and even by then, the 

walkers were not to be seen again.  The sprinters on the other hand, were tiring themselves out by 

going far too fast and not stopping much.  Poor Steel Stripper really suffered with all these ladies 

checks to slow him down.  So he checked them out… you know the score.  But what a run.  The hare 

made sure that he didn't "pollute" the forest with too much flour; pouffes were few and far between, 

perfect to make sure Wrong Way was what we did, not just our favourite dipmeister's hash name. 

Astonishingly, everyone did make it back in dribs and drabs to Garches car park where there was a 

German spirit in honour of everyone's favourite Choucroute Power.  We had dry ice, glüwein, 

choucroute and sausages, kuchen, bavarian snuff, oompah songs, the works! 

 

What did we think of the run? Too short, 

too many beer stops, far too much 

                flour 

 

Down-downs 

Hares:          Can't Come 

Virgin:         Devrim, from Turkey, made to 

come by Injection Specialist 

Newcomer:       Devrim 

Visitors:       Alouette from Oslo HHH, Little 

White Bus from Surrey HHH, Virginia from 

Hong Kong HHH 

Returnees:      Aida, Can't Come, Captain 

Bimbo, Dutch Delight, Flour Boy, Goblin, 

GrabNuts, Injection Specialist, Nympho, 

Roundabout, Scratchy, Spicy Meatballs 

 

Criminals: 

Big bag, little flour:   Can't Come 

Mobile phone:        Virginia 

Germans:             Choucroute Power, Likes a 

Long One, Dutch (!) Delight, Steel Stripper 

Bringing Chemicals:  Steel Stripper 

Oz Rugby Champions:  Aquasex, Virginia 

Exercising before Hash:  Wrong Way, 

Captain Bimbo 

 

OnOn 

MaBush 

 











 


